Invitation
24.Richard-Schütze Race for Gas-balloons
01.05. – 03.05.2015 in Bitterfeld
Dear Pilots, dear ballooning friends,
The Bitterfelder Verein für Luftfahrt e.V. invites you to the 24th Richard-Schütze-Race for gas
ballooning.
This year the task gonna be a time limited long distance race (max. 22 hrs.). Therefore we give
you a warm welcome and invite you for participation.
Below you can find some more information concerning the timeline.
01.05.2015

Friday

from 1200 a.m.
0300
p.m.
30
03
p.m.
0730
p.m.
00
08
p.m.

Arrival / Check In at the airfield of the BiVfL
Briefing in the club house
Filling of the balloons
last Briefing + latest information for pilot and co-pilot
Start of the Balloons

02.05.2015

Saturday
Landing of the several balloons in the given time limit Landing report of the
crews, taking part in the race, subsequently the trip home from the landing
location

Conditions
Type of race:

time limited race (max.22 hrs.)

Approved Balloons:

max. 1050m³ - all typs – Hydrogen approved

Participants:

max. 20 Balloons

Entry fee:

380,- €
In the entry fee all costs for race fees, ballast sand and gas are included. For short
term and unjustified refusal of the pilots, the amount of about € 100 will be retained
by the organizer. If the race has to be canceled, caused by the weather conditions
before the balloons are upgraded, the entry fee will be reimbursed for 100%.

Upgrading the
balloons:

The balloon is upgraded by its pilot himself.

Ballast bags:

to bring in sufficient quantity (15 kg / 10 m3 H2 )

Notification :

until 30.03. 2015 at the latest in writing by the pilot
The pilot must be in possession of a night driving license, it is recommended that
the co-pilot is in possession of a valid pilot license.

The notification must be made with the personal data of the pilot
and the co-pilot on the enclosed form.
Confirmation of
registration:

Presentation
ceremony:

The BiVfL gonna send you a confirmation until 10.04 2015 at the
latest. Part of the will be a detailed tender of the event.

The presentation ceremony is occurred in line with the “20.LindeCup 22./23..08 2015“ of Bitterfeld

We are looking forward to meet you with us in Bitterfeld and hope you will have a pleasant
journey as well as a successfully participation.
Glück ab und Gut Land !!!

Stefan Buchmann
BiVfLs CEO

Bitterfeld, 13.02.2015

Term of notification: 30.03.2015

Sender:

E-Mail:

info@ ballon-bitterfeld.de

FAX an: Fritz Hertel (0049) 3493 21719

To Bitterfelder Verein für Luftfahrt e.V.
Postfach 1235
OT Bitterfeld
06732 Bitterfeld - Wolfen

Application
For the 24. Richard-Schütze-Race 01.05.-03.05.2015 Bitterfeld
Applicant

(Club/Pilot): ..

Balloon-code

disign / color

Net-balloon n:

Particulars:

m³

paracute Balloon:

Pilot:

Copilot:

Last name
Fist name
Date of birth
City
Street/ Nr.

.....................................

Phone/mob.phone
Pilotlicens-Nr.
(Valid through)

Passport-Nr.
(valid through)
E-Mail

Passengers
Date: .................................

Signatur: ...................................

m³

